Watermaker Flush System

Watermaker Smartflush

Watermaker Flush System

The Smartﬂush helps you maintain your watermaker and keep it ready for use at a
moment’s notice without having to preserve the membranes.
Watermakers and Reverse Osmosis
membranes are susceptible to biological
fouling if membranes are not preserved or if
fresh water is not flushed through the system
on a regular basis.
There is also a risk of low-oxygen corrosion of
metal parts once the bacteria present decays.
Carbon filter assembly

Programmable Flush Timer
Default setting of a seven
minute flush every seven
days but is easily adjusted
to fit conditions

The Smartflush maintains a regular fresh
water flush cycle to help you avoid what
could become costly repairs to your system. It
includes a programmable timer to maintain a
flushing schedule in order to keep the system
and membrane in top condition ready for use
and without the need for chemicals.
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Dual Relays

Big Blue Filter Housing &
Radial Flow Carbon Filter
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cleaning
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Removes chlorine from
fresh water before it
enters the watermaker
– and avoids
damage to
Removes
Chlorine
reverse osmosis
membranes.

Removes
Chlorine

Leaving a vessel’s fresh water
pump on is a liability and can
result in flooding.

-Cl

Smartflush’s dual relays turn
on fresh water pump &
then opens the
solenoid to allow
1 Fresh Water
fresh water to flow
2 Solenoid
Minute
through theDefault
system.
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Cycle

Valve:
Supplies fresh water to a
bucket for chemical cleaning or
preservation of membranes.
Time and money can be
saved by using land
mains water and deChemical
chlorinating it.
cleaning

Optional SMSsms
Controller
Suits any
watermaker from
any manufacturer

SEND a text message to
command the flushing to
commence.

RECEIVE a text message
to know when flushing
starts or has completed.
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